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Abstract

Density functional theory (DFT) at the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) level has been applied for the analysis of the bond
between group 10 metals and N-heterocyclic carbene (NHC) in complexes [MX3(NHC)]� (M = Ni, Pd, Pt, X = H, Cl, I). For compar-
ative purposes, similar calculations have been performed for analogous pyridine complexes [MX3(py)]

� (py = pyridine). Full geometry
optimizations have been performed for all complexes. The role of the M–L p interaction was investigated by the aid of respectively,
energy decomposition analysis, Hirshfeld atomic charge variation, molecular orbital considerations and bond order decomposition anal-
ysis. The p-bonding contribution increases in the order I < Cl < H, and Pt < Pd < Ni. Most significantly, the absolute p-acceptor ability
of the NHC in these complexes is larger than that of pyridine. However, due to the dominant r donor interactions, the relative contri-
bution, that is the p/r ratio, is predicted to be smaller.
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1. Introduction

Ligand tuning is one of the most powerful concepts for
tailoring the (catalytic) properties of transition metal cen-
ters. It is therefore particularly relevant to understand the
nature of the metal–ligand bonding. Classical donor
ligands such as amines, imines, phosphines, phosphites,
or sulfides, have been studied extensively and their bonding
properties are well-established and provide a very useful
toolbox for organometallic chemistry [1].

Less evident are the donor properties of imidazolium-
derived N-heterocyclic carbenes (NHCs), an increasingly
important class of ligands [2]. Although NHCs were suc-
cessfully used as ligands already some 40 years ago through

the pioneering work of Wanzlick, Oefele, Stone, and Lap-
pert [3], their popularity only increased with Arduengo’s
discovery that appropriately modified NHCs can be iso-
lated and characterized, and that they are air- and mois-
ture-stable [4]. Since then, a large number of transition
metal complexes comprising NHC ligands have been pre-
pared. Many of them provided highly active catalysts for
a variety of transformations, with Grubbs’ 2nd generation
olefin metathesis catalyst as the presumably most promi-
nent example [5].

Initially, NHCs have been supposed to be pure r donor
ligands [6]. Based on qualitative orbital considerations, the
p acceptor properties have been postulated to be negligible,
since the formally empty carbon p-orbital was assumed to
be stabilized by p donation from the adjacent nitrogens
rather than from (filled) metal d orbitals. Recently how-
ever, this assumption has been challenged by a number of
experimental [7] and computational studies [8]. A
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consensus of these studies appears to be that M ! NHC p
backbonding interactions may become significant with
electron-rich metal centers. For example we have shown
that the donor–acceptor properties of NHC and pyridine
are virtually identical when coordinated to a Fe(cp) frag-
ment [7g]. Taking into account the high r donor power
of NHC and the well-known p acceptor properties of pyr-
idine, also significant p acceptor properties of NHC ligands
need to be postulated in order to explain the observed elec-
tronic similarity of NHC and pyridine.

Here, we have expanded the theoretical understanding
of NHC bonding to electron-rich transition metals. For
this purpose, the structural and electronic properties of a
series of square-planar anionic d8 complexes of type
[MX3L]

� (M = Ni, Pd, Pt and L = NHC, pyridine,
Fig. 1) have been analyzed. The influence of the metal-
bound anion X on the M–L bond has been identified by
gradually increasing M–X p interactions. Hence, X has
been modulated from purely r donating (X = H) to weakly
p bonding (X = Cl) to relatively strongly p bonding
(X = I). Calculations on the corresponding bromide com-
plexes (X = Br) did not reveal particular features. The
results are therefore provided in the supplementary infor-
mation. The specific M–L r and p bond interactions are
discussed based on the results of a variety of methods
including energy decomposition, atomic charge variation,
and bond order analysis [9]. Our results consistently indi-
cate p acceptor abilities of the NHC ligand that are, on
an absolute scale, larger than for pyridine. These findings
are in good agreement with previously reported experimen-
tal work.

2. Computational details

The DFT calculations were performed using the
ADF2006.01 package [10,11]. The local density approxi-
mation (LDA) characterized by the Vosko–Willk–Nusair
(VWN) parametrization has been adopted for the geometry
optimization [12]. PW91 generalized gradient approxima-
tion (GGA) exchange-correlation functional have been
used for energy calculation [13]. Large Slater-type orbital
(STO) basis sets (triple-f) without frozen core approxima-
tion were employed as basis functions to describe the
atomic orbitals on each atom. The relativistic extension
of LCAO program using the zero-order regular approxi-
mation (ZORA) by Snijders et al. has been applied to take

into account the relativistic effect on the metal [14]. The
geometry optimization has been performed under C2v sym-
metry. Integrals were numerically calculated with an accu-
racy of ten digits. In addition, frequency calculations were
performed to check if the stationary points were potential
minima.

The bonding interactions in [MX3L]
� have been ana-

lyzed by means of orbital interactions [15], Hirshfeld
charge analysis [16], bond order decomposition [17], and
Morokuma-type energy decomposition analysis (EDA)
[18] developed by Ziegler and Rauk for DFT methods
and incorporated in ADF [19]. The atomic orbital popula-
tion has been analyzed with the aid of natural orbitals [20].
Natural population analysis (NPA) is an alternative
method to the conventional Mulliken population analysis
[21] and seems to exhibit improved numerical stability
and gives a better description of the electron distribution
in compounds of highly ionic character [20,22].

All complexes have been analyzed by using molecular
orbital diagrams to study the electronic interaction
between the two molecular fragments [MX3]

� and the
ligand L. DFT energies of the charged [MX3]

� fragment
and the neutral ligand have been referenced to the energy
of a set of low-lying ligand-centered 1s2 (C) and 1s2 (N)
orbitals in order to compensate electrostatic effects. As a
consequence, the ligand MO energies of the free NHC
and pyridine ligand have been increased [23]. Natural
atomic orbital populations have been calculated with the
aid of the general stand-alone GENNBO version of NBO
5.O program [24]. Bond order decomposition analysis
and density deformation analysis have been made using
in-house developed Mathlab programs, which have been
interfaced with the ADF program package [25].

3. Results and discussions

3.1. Geometry

The relevant structural parameters of the [PdX3L]
�

complexes as predicted by our calculations are summarized
in Table 1. Since no experimental data of these complexes
have been reported thus far, we have compared our results
with related crystallographically characterized complexes 7
and 8 (Fig. 2) [26,27]. The pertinent bond lengths and
angles are generally in good agreement with the computed
values.

The calculated Pd–L bond length and the L–Pd–X angle
are generally larger for the pyridine complexes than for
their NHC homologs. As expected, the Pd–Xtrans bonds
are longer for complexes with NHC than with pyridine,
reflecting the higher trans influence. According to the cal-
culated values, the trans influence decreases from
H > NHC > Cl > py. The large Pd–Itrans distance calcu-
lated for the iodide complexes may be attributed to the
large size of the three coordinating iodide nuclei rather
than to a direct trans influence. Such steric arguments are
further supported by the relatively long Pd–L bond dis-
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Fig. 1. Complexes analyzed in this work, including the adopted complex
numbering and axis labeling scheme.
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tance, which corroborates the experimental data. Further-
more, the optimized L–Pd–X angle in all complexes is close
to 90� with the highest value observed for 4a (py-Pd–
H = 95.0�) and the lowest for 3b (NHC–Pd–Cl = 86.6�).

The stability of the complexes has been investigated by
calculating the total energy as a function of the dihedral
angle h between the ligand L and the planar fragment
[PdCl3]

� (Fig. 3). The NHC-containing complex 3a shows

an energy minimum in a planar conformation (h = 0�). The
pyridine analog 4a reveals a shallow minimum around
h = 25� with an energy difference of less than 1 kcal mol�1.
This may reflect a fluxional behavior of the pyridine ring
comprising a wiggeling of the pyridine about the Pd–N
axis. With both ligands, an orthogonal orientation is the
least favored conformation. Notably, the energy barrier
for free rotation about the Pd–L bond is significantly larger
for NHC than for pyridine.

3.2. Analysis of the electronic structure

Although p bonding arises from the sum of all interac-
tions with p symmetry, it is reasonable to assume that the
dominant contributions originate from frontier orbital
interactions including the highest occupied and lowest
unoccupied molecular orbitals (HOMO–LUMO). The
HOMO–LUMO interactions have been calculated for 3

and 4 by combining the in-plane and out-of-plane orbitals
of the fragment L with the matching orbitals of the [PdX3]

�

fragment, that is p(b1) and p(b2), respectively. The p(b1)
contribution appeared to be negligibly small as a conse-
quence of the sp2 hybridization of the metal-bound ligand
atom, while out-of-plane interactions involving p(b2) are
significant.

Fig. 4 shows the frontier orbital diagram including the
symmetry-allowed interactions between the d–p(b2) orbi-
tals of the [PdX3]

� fragment and the ligand orbitals. Rep-
resentative interactions are depicted with their
corresponding phase. The contribution of the [PdX3]

� frag-
ment to the antibonding MO of [PdX3L]

�, that is to the p*

M–L interaction, follows the trend H > Cl � I. In complex
3, these contributions amount to 10%, 5.3%, and 4.5%,
respectively; in the pyridine complex 4, they are slightly
lower. The energy of the LUMO of the NHC ligand is sig-
nificantly higher than the pyridine LUMO. As a conse-
quence, the p interaction is larger in the complexes
[PdX3(py)]

� 4 than in the analogous NHC complexes 3.
The energy of the HOMO p(b2) of [MX3]

� follows the
order H > Cl > I. A stabilizing p back-bonding interaction
is apparent between [PdH3]

� and the ligand LUMO,
whereas with [PdCl3]

� and [PdI3]
�, this interaction is desta-

bilizing due to increased mixing in of the HOMO of the
ligand.

As qualitatively detectable from the phase representa-
tion, the orbital overlap in the p bonding MO is very small
for the hydride complexes [PdH3L]

� 3a and 4a. This over-
lap is considerably larger for the chloride and iodide com-
plexes 3b and 3c, while for pyridine analogs 4b and 4c, only
little overlap has been found. The p backbonding may be
described in a first approximation of perturbation theory
by considering the orbital overlap and the energy difference
between the [MX3]

� HOMO and the LUMO of the ligand
exclusively (HOMO–LUMO gap). Hence, energy
differences have been determined from the equilibrium
geometries of the corresponding complex [MX3(L)]

�.
Simultaneously, the corresponding dyz orbital coefficient

Table 1
Selected structural parameters of the optimized structures [PdX3L]

� 3 and
4 a

[PdX3L]
� Parameter L = NHC (3) L = pyridine (4)

Calc Exp [26a] Calc Exp [27a]

[PdH3L]
� (a) Pd–Hcis 1.66 1.66

Pd–Htrans 1.61 1.56
Pd–L 1.96 2.06
H–Pd–L 91.3 95.0

[PdCl3L]
� (b) Pd–Clcis 2.30 2.35 2.31 2.37

Pd–Cltrans 2.32 2.26 2.33
Pd–L 1.93 2.04 2.05
Cl–Pd–L 86.6 91.8 87.1

[PdI3L]
� (c) Pd–Icis 2.64 2.62 2.64

Pd–Itrans 2.64 2.69 2.59
Pd–L 1.97 1.99 2.11
I–Pd–L 89.5 86.7 93.4

a Bond lengths in Å, angles in �.
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Fig. 2. Transition metal complexes used for structural comparison.
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Fig. 3. Variation of the total energy of the NHC complex 3a (o) and the
pyridine complex 4a (+) as a function of the dihedral angle h between
[PdCl3]

� and the ligand L.
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of the HOMO has been used to estimate the overlap inte-
gral and hence the qualitative p backbonding interactions
(Fig. 5). A number of general trends emerge from these cal-

culations. The dyz contribution is significantly larger for
NHC than for py, and increases from I < Cl < H. This
trend is particularly pronounced in Pt–NHC complexes.
A reverse trend in terms of p bonding can be established
from HOMO–LUMO energy gap analysis. The gap is con-
sistently larger for NHC complexes by approximately 2 eV.
Furthermore, the energy difference decreases when chang-
ing X from I < Cl � H and from Pd � Pt < Ni. These
trends are in good agreement with the expected affinity of
these fragments for covalent bonding. While orbital over-
lap and energy gap analysis show opposite and hence not
conclusive trends when changing L from pyridine to
NHC, they suggest that p backbonding is substantially
more relevant in the hydride complexes than in the halides
(Cl > I).

3.3. Energy and charge decomposition analysis

Bonding analysis using the extended transition state
method (ETS) has been recognized as a very useful
approach for decomposing the bonding energy between
the constituting components of a complex [28]. For com-
plexes [MX3L]

�, we have selected [MX3]
� and L as refer-

ence fragments in their appropriate geometry. This choice

[PdX3]—

E /eV
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[PdX3]— [PdX3(py)]— pyridine
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(X=Cl)

Fig. 4. Qualitative molecular orbital scheme for complexes 3 (left) and 4 (right) showing the out-of-plane p(b2) interactions. The MO energies of pyridine
(py) and the NHC ligand are referenced to ligand-centered orbital energies in the corresponding complexes.
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Fig. 5. HOMO–LUMO p(b2) orbital energy differences determined from
Kohn–Sham MO energies of [MX3]

� fragments (HOMO) and the ligand
LUMO in their equilibrium geometry conformation as determined in the
complex [MX3(L)]

�. The numbers indicate the overlap percentage.
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excludes M–X and Xcis–Xtrans interactions and is focusing
purely on the M–L bonding. Notably, the preparation of
such fragments requires a large amount of energy DEPrep,
including the ionization energies for obtaining M2+ and
X�, and additional repulsive energy required to bring the
X� ions from infinity to their actual positions in the com-
plex. Values for DEPrep of the fragments have not been
computed in this work since they do not contribute to
the characterization of p interactions.

The results from the energy decomposition analysis are
compiled in Table 2. The total bonding energy, DE, is
expressed as the sum of Pauli repulsion, electrostatic and
orbital energy (Eq. (1)):

DE ¼ DEPauli þ DV Elst þ DEOrb ð1Þ
DE values are higher for complexes with NHC than with
pyridine as expected for high covalent bonding for NHC li-
gands vs dative interactions in pyridine. For all complexes,
the Pauli energy term is dominating and consequently, the
sum DEPauli + DVElst is positive. A higher repulsion is
noted for complexes with NHC as compared with pyridine,
probably because the most stable conformation for the pyr-
idine complexes is twisted from planar. The DEOrb term re-
flects the covalent character of the M–L bond; it is
generally higher for the halide complexes than for the hy-
drides, and also higher for NHC than for pyridine com-
plexes. In complexes with C2v symmetry, the orbital
energy DEOrb is composed of the following components
(Eq. (2)):

DEOrb ¼ DEOrbða1Þ þ DEOrbða2Þ þ DEOrbðb1Þ þ DEOrbðb2Þ
ð2Þ

The DEOrb(a2) term is negligible and has not been con-
sidered further, but it can be easily deduced via Eq. (2).
Apart from the nickel hydrides, the DEOrb is dominated

by the a1 component, i.e. by the r bond. Generally, the
r bonding of NHC is 50–100% stronger than of pyridine,
which reflects the covalent character of the metal-carbene
bond. Variation of the halide has little effect, while
hydrides reduce the r component of the H3M–L bond.
The DEOrb(b2) values are a direct probe for p interactions
and are generally highest for metal hydrides. In the com-
plex [NiH3(py)]

�, 1a, p bonding provides nearly 50% to
the total orbital contribution of the Ni–pyridine bond.
The absolute values of the p interactions in all (but the
NiH3) NHC complexes are higher than in the analogous
pyridine species, indicating that p backbonding to the
ligand is significant. Due to the strong metal-carbene r
bond, i.e. the large contribution from the a1 term, the rel-
ative contribution of p interactions to the overall bond is
generally slightly smaller than in pyridines. Only in a few
cases (e.g. in the Pd and Pt halides featuring a soft metal
center and not purely r donating ligands X) the relative
values are virtually equivalent. This suggest that p back-
bonding in NHC complexes may be relevant, in particular
in combination with electron rich metal centers such as in
metal-hydride fragments.

Our calculations reveal an unexpectedly large value of
DEOrb(b1), for p in-plane interactions. MO and density
deformation analysis of [PdCl3L]

� with coplanar and
orthogonal orientation of L indicate that the b1 value is
best described by charge transfer of the halide in cis posi-
tion of the [PdCl3]

� fragment to the antibonding orbital
of the N–H and the C–Hortho bond of the NHC and pyri-
dine ligand, respectively [23]. Hence, these interactions do
not contribute directly to the metal–carbene and metal–
pyridine bond and will not be considered any further in
the following discussion.

The pertinent metal–ligand bonding interaction and in
particular the presence of p backbonding interactions has

Table 2
Energy decomposition analysis of [MX3L]

� from ionic [MX3]
� and neutral La

Complex DE DVElst DEPauli DEOrb DEOrb(a1) DEOrb(b1)
b DEOrb(b2)

b

1a [NiH3(NHC)]� �2.10 �7.43 8.31 �2.95 �1.33 �0.49 (17) �1.09 (37)
1b [NiCl3(NHC)]� �3.94 �8.93 10.36 �3.94 �2.72 �0.56 (14) �0.63 (16)
1c [NiI3(NHC)]� �2.44 �8.38 9.74 �3.82 �2.61 �0.60 (16) �0.56 (15)
2a [NiH3(py)]

� �1.46 �4.87 5.80 �2.39 �0.86 �0.28 (12) �1.16 (49)
2b [NiCl3(py)]

� �1.18 �4.83 6.10 �2.44 �1.55 �0.38 (16) �0.48 (20)
2c [NiI3(py)]

� �1.11 �4.67 5.98 �2.42 �1.54 �0.41 (17) �0.43 (29)
3a [PdH3(NHC)]� �1.63 �7.59 8.14 �2.45 �1.39 �0.37 (15) �0.67 (27)
3b [PdCl3(NHC)]� �2.74 �10.19 11.59 �4.15 �2.98 �0.56 (13) �0.57 (14)
3c [PdI3(NHC)]� �2.19 �9.23 10.75 �3.71 �2.72 �0.53 (14) �0.43 (12)
4a [PdH3(py)]

� �0.81 �3.95 4.70 �1.56 �0.80 �0.21 (13) �0.50 (32)
4b [PdCl3(py)]

� �1.19 �4.93 6.08 �2.34 �1.60 �0.34 (14) �0.36 (15)
4c [PdI3(py)]

� �0.77 �4.32 5.59 �2.04 �1.44 �0.35 (17) �0.23 (11)
5a [PtH3(NHC)]� �1.73 �10.28 11.89 �3.32 �2.09 �0.43 (13) �0.77 (23)
5b [PtCl3(NHC)]� �2.97 �12.89 15.03 �5.11 �3.79 �0.57 (11) �0.72 (14)
5c [PtI3(NHC)]� �2.78 �12.14 14.33 �4.98 �3.77 �0.60 (12) �1.58 (12)
6a [PtH3(py)]

� �0.88 �5.36 6.68 �2.19 �1.33 �0.25 (11) �0.55 (25)
6b [PtCl3(py)]

� �1.40 �6.54 8.36 �3.22 �2.32 �0.38 (12) �0.48 (15)
6c [PtI3(py)]

� �1.04 �6.15 8.03 �2.92 �2.17 �0.40 (14) �1.35 (13)

a Energies in eV.
b In parentheses is given the contribution of DEOrb(b1) and DEOrb(b2), respectively, to DEOrb.
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been further probed by calculating the Mulliken and NPA
orbital charge transfer from the filled p dyz of the metal to
the ligand. In complexes 3, the Pd–NHC charge transfer
amounts to 0.16e� for [PdH3(NHC)]� 3a and 0.10e� for
[PdCl3(NHC)]� and [PdI3(NHC)]�, 3b and 3c, respectively.
In the corresponding pyridine complexes, charge transfer is
virtually identical (0.18e� for 4a, 0.09e� for 4b and 4c).
Given the stronger r bonding of NHC ligands, these values
clearly suggest an enhanced p backbonding for the NHC
ligand as compared with pyridine.

These results are supported by a quantitative analysis of
the atomic charge variation upon ligand bonding to the
[MX3]

� fragment. For this purpose, Hirshfeld atomic
charges have been calculated for all complexes and the cor-
responding fragments, viz. [MX3]

� and L. Subsequent inte-
gration of the density difference between the fragments and
the complex provided the charge variation at each atom
upon bond formation. The differences for the most relevant
nuclei are depicted in Fig. 6. The results unambiguously
reveal that the charge transfer from NHC is larger than
the one from pyridine. This supports the notion that the
NHC ligand is a better donor than pyridine. Similar con-
clusions have been drawn from the preceding ETS analysis
(vide supra). Furthermore, the electron density is increas-
ing on the halide Xtrans. This effect is more pronounced
for the NHC complexes than for the pyridines and may
reflect the higher trans influence of NHCs. Notably, the
charge density at the metal center is considerably reduced
when bound to hydrides. Such a pronounced p back bond-
ing for hydride complexes [MH3L]

� corroborates the
results from MO and energy decomposition analyses.

Furthermore, only little charge variation has been
observed for the C–C backbone of the NHC ligand upon
binding to the metal fragment. This indicates that the aro-
maticity is not particularly pronounced in these NHC
ligands. For electronic considerations, the NHC ligand

may therefore be split into an olefinic C@C part and an
N–C–N 3-center-4-electron aminal system. Accordingly,
little effect is expected from variation of the degree of sat-
uration of the C–C bond. Such a conclusion corroborates
earlier studies [29] and provides a rational for the activity
of Grubbs’ 2nd generation olefin metathesis catalysts,
which are similar irrespective of whether the ruthenium-
bound carbene is saturated or not [30].

3.4. Bond order

In addition to ETS, we have used bond order analysis as
an approach to discuss the bonding based on the pioneer-
ing work of Mayer [17]. This method describes the interac-
tions between pre-optimized fragment orbitals and is
completely independent of the charges associated with
these fragments. The only requested information for such
analysis consists of the density and the overlap matrix,
which are both available from DFT calculations.

Fig. 7 displays both bond order between the [MX3]
� and

L fragments and between the metal and the coordinating
nucleus of the ligand, i.e. C and N for NHC and pyridine,
respectively. The p interaction has been extracted from the
b2 contribution relative to the total bond order. Except for
the [MH3(py)]

� series, the relative p contribution does not
depend strongly on whether the entire fragments or only
the nuclei involved in the M–L bond are considered.
According to both calculations, the relative b2 contribution
is predicted to be higher for complexes with pyridine than
with carbene. This corroborates the preceding ETS analy-
sis, in particular given the fact that the absolute p contribu-
tions are similar for pyridine and NHC bonding to these
group 10 metals, while the r term is much larger for
NHC than for pyridine (vide supra). For the hydride com-
plexes [MH3L]

�, the fragment analysis produces generally
a larger p contribution to the total bond order than the

b c b c b c b c3a 4a 5a 6ab c b c1a 2a
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Fig. 6. Hirshfeld atomic charge variation on selected atoms upon
combining the fragments L and [MX3]

�, including the metal M (+), the
ligand Xtrans (s), and the coordinating atom Npy or CNHC (m).
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Fig. 7. Bond order decomposition analysis of [MX3L]
� complexes using

[MX3]
�–L fragment–fragment (s) or M–L atom–atom bond order

decomposition (+).
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atomic approach using only M and L. This is consistent
with the conclusions drawn from MO diagram analysis.

4. Conclusion

We have used a combination of theoretical tools to com-
pare the nature of the M–L bond between group 10 metals
and NHC and py ligands in complexes of the type
[MX3L]

�. Molecular orbital (MO), extended transition
state (ETS) methods, atomic charge variation, bond order
decomposition, and charge transfer analyses consistently
indicate that r bonding of NHCs is considerably stronger
than that of pyridines. The p acceptor interactions gener-
ally increase from I 6 Cl < H as a consequence of the
higher charge density on the metal in the MX3

� fragment.
The absolute p bonding is stronger for NHC than for pyr-
idine. However, the relative contribution to the bond
strength is calculated to be larger for pyridine due to the
large r term in the M–NHC bond. These results corrobo-
rate experimental findings that suggest strongly related
donor ability of NHC and pyridine ligands in iron(II) com-
plexes [7g], hence contributing to a better description of the
bonding nature of NHC-type ligands.

Moreover, the fragment bond-order approach used to
investigate the ambiguity of the charge assigned to each
fragment extends the utility of frontier orbital and symme-
try theory. The obtained results are in good agreement with
MO, ETS and charge variation analysis.
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